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ABSTRACT
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Aims: Semantic similarity estimation is an important component of analyzing natural language
resources like clinical records. In the past, several approaches for assessing word similarity by
exploiting different knowledge sources have been proposed. Some of these measures have been
adapted to the biomedical field by incorporating domain information extracted from clinical data or
from medical ontologies. Materials and methods: In the recent work semantic similarity results
from medical ontologies is evaluated based on some rules and assumptions. However these rules
generation is completely performed based on the concepts only not by consideration of semantic
similarity measures on the concepts. Here a new similarity measure is proposed and it is combining
both super concepts of the assessed concepts and their common specificity feature. The similarity
measure is performed based on Information Content (IC) and context vector. Then Fuzzy Rule base
Modified Genetic Algorithm (DLCS-FRMGA) approach is introduced to rule optimization phase.
Results: Using the MGA, the problem of finding an optimal rule base can be reduced to improve
their applicability and accuracy. Thus the deterioration problem never happens since the best
solution from the current generation will be superior to or at least the same with the past.
Conclusion: Using MeSH and SNOMED CT as the input ontology, the accuracy of DLCS-FRMGA
proposed method is evaluated according to a standard benchmark datasets of manually ranked
medical terms.
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Ontology is “a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. Ontology provides a common
understanding of a term and also its relationship with other terms. Thus a hierarchy can be formed with the related
terms. Ontology compartmentalizes the variables needed for some set of computations and establishes the
relationships between them [7] [8]. The fields of artificial intelligence, the Semantic Web, systems engineering,
software engineering, biomedical informatics, library science, enterprise bookmarking, and information architecture
all create ontologies to limit complexity and to organize information.
Semantic Information Retrieval has become the core part of any search engine. Many papers deal with SWS that
uses the OWL language for constructing ontology. DySE System (Dynamic Semantic Engine) [9] implements a
context-driven approach in which the keywords are processed in the context of the information in which they are
retrieved, in order to solve semantic ambiguity and to give a more accurate retrieval based on user interests.
Ontology Construction in Education Domain [10] deals with the construction of Ontology for specific University
constructing instances specifically. Here the usage of Protégé tool for constructing the ontology is illustrated. Query
sentences as semantic networks [11] paper describes procedure for representing the queries in natural language as
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An information retrieval process begins when a user enters a query into the system. User queries are matched against
the database information. However, as opposed to classical SQL queries of a database, in information retrieval the
results returned may or may not match the query, so results are typically ranked. This ranking of results is a key
difference of information retrieval searching compared to database searching [1]. Depending on the application the
data objects may be, for example, text documents, images [2], audio [3], mind maps [4] or videos. Often the
documents themselves are not kept or stored directly in the IR system, but are instead represented in the system by
document surrogates or metadata [5].Semantic search seeks to improve search accuracy by understanding the
searcher's intent and the contextual meaning of terms as they appear in the searchable data space, whether on the
Web or within a closed system, to generate more relevant results [6].
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semantic networks. Here a syntactic analysis of the query is done by parsing the query using Stanford parser to tag
each and every word with their corresponding parts of speech.
Semantic Information Retrieval System [12] is mainly concerned with retrieving information from a sports
ontology using the SPARQL query language. Here specific information is retrieved from the ontology. The sports
related information is queried from the ontology and it is done using SPARQL language. A Relation-Based Page
Rank Algorithm for Semantic Web Search Engines [13] proves that relations among concepts embedded into
semantic annotations can be effectively exploited to define a ranking strategy for Semantic Web search engines.
This sort of ranking behaves at an inner level and can be used in conjunction with other established ranking
strategies to further improve the accuracy of query results. The overview of the existing systems gives multitude
approaches for semantic information extraction. Though these above systems perform a semantic analysis, it has
been implemented in a more generic way. Hence in order to further enrich this process to retrieve more promising
results a system has been proposed for queries relating to university domain (SIEU).

METHODS
In this work, firstly, we review and investigate different measures for semantic similarity computation. Then, propose a new
measure considering the multiple inheritances in ontologies and the common specificity feature of the evaluated concepts in order
to obtain a more accurate similarity between concepts. For measured semantic similarity score values, rules are formed based on
fuzzy function. Created fuzzy rules then optimized by Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA). Finally, evaluate the proposed DLCSFRMGA approach using two datasets of biomedical term pairs scored for similarity by human experts and exploiting SNOMED CT
as the input ontology. Compare the correlation obtained by our measure with human scores against other measures. The
experimental evaluations confirm the efficiency of the proposed measure.

Similarity Measurement
Here concentrated on the Path [14], Leacock &Chodorow (LCH) [15], and Wu & Palmer [16] path finding measures that are
dependent on the shortest path separating concepts. Consider
, the quantity of nodes in the shortest path
splitting two concepts,
and . The shortest path among two concepts navigates their Least Common Subsumer
,
i.e. their nearby common parent. The depth
of a concept is described as the amount of nodes in the pathway to the
root of the taxonomy; and
indicates the maximum depth of taxonomy. Path describes the similarity among two concepts
basically as the converse of the extent of the path separating them.
One

major

complication

with

this

description

is

that the similarity of a concept with itself is below 1
. As an alternative, here adopted the definition of Wu & Palmer

employed in the Natural Language Toolkit :
One major complication with this description

is

that the similarity of a concept with itself is below 1
. As an alternative, here adopted the definition of Wu & Palmer

employed in the Natural Language Toolkit :
(1)

Based on this,

, and the similarity measure evaluates to 1.

Measures based on Information Content

(2)
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This procedure is typically done manually in order to guarantee the appropriateness of the tagging, applicability and hampering
the scalability of this scheme with huge corpora. Furthermore, when either the taxonomy or the corpus transformations, recomputations are required to be recursively implemented for the affected concepts. As a result, it is essential to carry out a
manual and time consuming investigation of corpora and resultant probabilities would depend on the size and temperament of
input corpora. By taking the drawbacks of IC-based schemes because of their dependency on corpora, a few authors attempted
to intrinsically derive IC values from ontology. These works depends on the supposition that the taxonomic arrangement of
ontologies like WordNet is put in order in a significant manner, in accordance with the rule of cognitive saliency [18]. This confirms
that humans specialized concepts when they require distinguishing them from previously existing ones. As a result, concepts with
several hyponyms (i.e., specializations) are extremely common and offer fewer details than the concepts in the place of leaves of
the hierarchy. Seco et al., [19] and Pirró and Seco [20] based IC computations on the amount of hyponyms. In view of the fact
that,
the amount of hyponyms of the concept and
the amount of hyponyms of the root node, they calculate
IC of a concept in the following manner (10):
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Resnik [17] formulated to balance the taxonomical arrangement of ontology with the information distribution of concepts assessed
in input corpora. Here also utilized the notion of IC, by means of associating appearance probabilities to every concept in the
taxonomy, calculated from their occurrences in a particular corpus. IC of a term is calculated in accordance with the negative
log of its probability of occurrence,
(5). In this way, uncommon words are considered more useful than common ones.
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(3)
The denominator guarantees that IC values are normalized in the limit [0...1]. This scheme only takes hyponyms of a particular
concept in the taxonomy; as a result, concepts with the similar number of hyponyms however different degrees of generality come
out to be equally comparable. With the aim of dealing with this complication effectively, and in the similar manner as for edgecounting measures, Zhou et al., [21] formulated to balance hyponym-based IC computation with the associated deepness of each
concept in the taxonomy. The IC of a concept is found as given below:
(4)

Besides
and
, which has the similar meaning as eq. 20,
corresponds to the deepness of the concept in
the taxonomy and
indicates the maximum deepness of the taxonomy. The factor fine-tunes the weight of the two
features engaged in the IC assessment. Here used
.

Context Vector Measures of Semantic Relatedness
Furthermore, the WordNet glosses can be considered as a corpus of contexts comprising of around 1.4 million words.
Subsequently, the gloss vector measure got the maximum correlation concerning human judgment by means of different
benchmarks.
Gloss vectors for all concepts in WordNet can be computed in this manner. The relatedness of two concepts is then determined
as the cosine of the normalized gloss vectors corresponding to the two concepts:
(5)
Where and are the two given concepts,
and
are the gloss vectors corresponding to the concepts and
angle between vectors. Using vector products, the above relatedness formula can be rewritten as:

returns the

(6)
The measure of semantic relatedness based on WordNet and MeSH glosses, which is enhanced with information from a large
corpus of text.

Proposed Similarity Measurements
Here, the most common similarity among two concepts (or two text nodes)
of the two features among them, i.e.:

and

indicates a weighted sum of the similarities

(7)

Data Content Similarity (SimC)
It is the Cosine similarity among the term frequency vectors of

and

:
(8)

Where
indicates the frequency vector of the terms within the concept C,
the inner product of two vectors.

indicates the length of

, and the numerator is

Presentation Style Similarity (SimP)
It indicates the average of the style Feature Scores (FS) over the entire six presentation style Features (F) among

and

:
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Where
is the score of the
feature of data unit d.

style feature and it is defined by

and

otherwise, and is the

style

Common Specificity Feature
Here, a new modified measure for the purpose of semantic similarity by means of combining both the super concepts of the
assessed concepts and common specificity feature which can confine further semantic indication. This measure can accomplish
better performance than other measures, since it is completely based on structure and continue their simplicity. Consider stand
for th concept of ontology. Subsequently,
is defined as the collection of the entire super concepts of including itself. As
a result, the number of non-common super concepts of concepts can be determined as follows:
(10)
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At this point, the
value can be a sign of the path length of the two concepts. LCS node of two concepts
and
determines the common specificity of
and in the cluster. So the specificity of two concepts is computed through the process
of finding the deepness of their LCS node and subsequently scaling this deepness as follows:
(11)
Where indicates the deepness of the ontology and the
feature decides the common specificity of two assessed
concepts. The lesser the
value of two concepts, the additional details they share, and as a result the more comparable
they are. As a result, the semantic distance among concepts and is given as follows:
(12)
It is to be mentioned that whichever concept can be evaluated with itself.

Footrule Similarity
In this proposed similarity is based on the footrule similarity. The expansion of the Spearman footrule distance by means of
including the result of a similarity function described on concepts in . This measure is described in concepts of a generic
similarity function. In actual fact, the option of a specific similarity measure for domain is of huge significance, as well as the
progress of similarity measures is an active area in the data mining and pattern recognition communities. At this point, take the
similarity measure as specified, and presume that the similarity scores returned are significant inside the particular domain. The
footrule similarity distance among two (maybe partial) ranked lists and , provided a similarity function
, is given as:
(13)
Specifically, the footrule similarity distance is computed on similarity projections of and . The difference in ranks for items in
these resultant lists is weighted through the power of the similarity.
This measure can be applied to the entire concepts. Subsequently, the most common similarity between these semantic similarity
and footrule similarity is a weighted sum of the similarities:
(14)

Fuzzy Rules for Semantic Similarity Score Evaluation
Let us introduce some precise definitions of what is meant by the rule base solution representation. First of all here given L
linguistic variables that is L=3 ontologies, MeSH , SNOMED and MeSH and SNOMED {A1, ..., AL} and their semantic score value
for concept 1 to concept n. Each linguistic variable Ai has Mi linguistic descriptions {
} that arerepresented by triangular
membership functions
. A fuzzy rulehas the form [22]:
is
and
is
and
is
then concept C
Where

and

rulebase consisting of n rules:
is

and

is

and

is

and

is

and

is
is

A rule base is a set of several rules. Let us assume that we are given a
and

is

and

is

then concept

then concept

is

then concept

where
and
Given a semantic vector from the multiple ontologies
of observed semantic
values, whose components are values for the linguistic variables A 1 , ..., AL, can evaluate the rule base as follows [23]: the
function ρ describes the way the rule base interprets semantic values observations
to produce a single output value that is
selected semantic vector belongs to concept one or not . However the above mentioned rules only satisfied to semantic
measurement of the single attribute only so this can be changed as follows,
and

is

and

is

is

and

then concept
is

and

is

then concept

is
and
is
and
is
then concept
or
This value has an application specific meaning and can be taken to be a real number. More precisely,
follows:

is defined as
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(15)

Evaluation Function
Consider an evaluation function (to minimize) that measures the minimum difference values between ontologies semantic values
and as well as their concepts when training a rule base to fit a given biomedical dataset samples. This observed semantic values
consists of a set

where each
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is a vector that has as many components as there are linguistic variables, i.e.
number, i.e.
. Then the evaluation function has the form.

and each

is a real

(16)

(17)

Where

The major aim of this work is to optimize the rules base in such a way that the evaluation function
becomes minimal. This
involves two separate problems. Firstly, the form of the membership functions
may be varied to obtain a better result.
Secondly, the rule base may be varied by choosing different rules or by varying the weights
. In this paper we consider both
problems as important however for rule optimization varying the weights
is determined via the use of the Modified Genetic
Algorithm (MGA). In the MGA the difference between the two ontologies semantic meaning is less means then weight becomes
very high or it becomes less, if the difference is less than those concepts are similar and those rules are considered as major
important rule in fuzzy theory. Concentrate on the second problem, taking the form of the membership functions to be fixed. For
example, we can standardize the number of membership functions for each linguistic variable
to be
and define

(18)

for

Search Space
The search space is the set of all potential rule base solutions. Let us first of all compute the maximum number of
rules nmax then each rule can be written in the form
If
…. And
then concept
where in this case
and
implies that the linguistic variable Ai does not appear in the rule.
Then we have
(23)
Note that we have subtracted 1 to exclude the empty rule. If include the possible choices of weights
then we have a system of
.

with discretization
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MGA possesses a structure similar to GA. However, the MGA [24] has been distinguished from the GA in that the reproduction of
the optimized rules is processed after the completion of both the crossover and mutation. Thus the deterioration problem never
happens since the best solution from the current generation will be superior to or at least the same with the past. However, in the
recent work, rules typically consist of diverse sets of classes and properties. In addition, this rule base analysis does not execute
the rules. So the measurement of semantic similarity between concepts requires much time to complete the task, to solve this
problem grouping is introduced in the next approach.
In the beginning the MGA creates an initial population based on the semantic score values. In the next step the algorithm
evaluate the objective values (difference value of the semantic score between two ontologies in the multiple ontology stage) of the
current population. After that weights are reproduced. During the reproduction, crossover first occurs. New Weights from rules
combine to form a whole new rule. The newly created weight values of the concepts then mutates. Mutation means that the
elements of chromosome are a bit changed. These changes are mainly caused by errors in copying weights from fuzzy rule base.
Then MGA ranked weights represented by their associated cost, to be “minimized”, and returns the corresponding individual
fitness. Next the most fitted weights from fuzzy rules are selected. Here the objective values of the fuzzy rules in the offspring are
evaluated and re-insertion of fuzzy rules in rule phase replacing parents is done. The MGA is terminated when some criteria are
satisfied, e.g. a certain number of generations, a mean deviation in the population, or when a particular point in the search space
is encountered.
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RESUTLS
There are no standard human rating datasets for semantic similarity in biomedical domain. Carried out an
experiment similar to the one proposed. Two ontologies are used as background knowledge: WordNet and MeSH.
WordNet is a lexical database that describes and structures more than 100,000 general concepts, which are
semantically structured in an ontological way. The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) contains a hierarchy of
medical and biological terms defined by the U.S National Library of Medicine. Use the benchmarks of
Hliaoutakis et al.[25] and Pedersen et al.[26] to evaluate our methods. For the first one, we have taken the ratings
given by the 3 physicians, 9 medical coders and the average of both. In this manner, a suitable LCS between the
two ontologies must be discovered to enable the similarity assessment. The performance of proposed Fuzzy
Rulebase Modified Genetic Algorithm (DLCS-FRMGA) based similarity measure evaluation is compared to
existing higher similarity method of Al Fengq in Yang et al and Rule Based Semantic Score Evaluation
(RSSE).Precision measure is calculated based on the formula
(24)
Recall is calculated based on the formula
(25)
Accuracy is calculated based on the formula
(26)
Where
– True Positive (Correct result),
– True Negative (Correct absence of result),
(Unexpected Result) , – False Negative (Missing result).
F-Measure is calculated based on the formula
F=

– False Positive

(27)

The simulation results for the evaluation of the proposed approach against various performance measures like
Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-Measure.

Accuracy: The proposed similarity measure evaluation using Wordnet Fuzzy Rulebase Modified Genetic
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Algorithm (DLCS-FRMGA) produced better accuracy rate shown in [Figure -1] in which When the number of
concepts increases the accuracy of the result is increases.

Fig: 1. Accuracy comparison of similarity measures
.............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 1 shows the accuracy comparison results where proposed DLCS-FRMGA produces 89.28% accuracy value
to WordNet+MeSH which is better When compared to existing semantic similarity measurements with increased
percentage of 2-6% for accuracy parameter.

Fig: 2. precision comparison of similarity measures
.............................................................................................................................................................................................
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[Figure- 2] shows the precision comparison results where proposed DLCS-FRMGA produces 89.28% precision
value to WordNet+MeSH which performs better with increased percentage of 2-4%.

Fig: 3. Recall comparison of similarity measures
.............................................................................................................................................................................................

[Figure -3] shows the recall comparison results where the proposed DLCS-FRMGA produces 89.36% recall
value which performs better with increased percentage of 2-4% for recall parameter.
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Fig: 4. F-measure comparison of similarity measures
.............................................................................................................................................................................................

The proposed similarity measure using Fuzzy Rule base Modified Genetic Algorithm (DLCS-FRMGA) produced
high F1-measure shown in [Figure -4] which is higher than the existing similarity methods.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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In the last few years, the amount of clinical data that is electronically available has increased rapidly. Digitized
patient health records and the vast amount of medical and scientific documents in digital libraries have become
valuable resources for clinical and translational research. With the intention of sorting them tranquil to understand
and progress their applicability and precision, anticipate a Fuzzy Rulebase Modified Genetic Algorithm (DLCSFRMGA) method deal with in fuzzy theory that permits the procedures deliberate to be consistently redefined.
The common specificity feature considers the depth of the Least Common Subsumer (LCS) of two concepts and
the depth of the ontology to obtain more semantic evidence. In addition the proposed DLCS-FRMGA method,
some other features such as Data content and presentation features also extracted from biomedical text domain.
For extracted features then data content similarity and Presentation style similarity is also measured. The weight
of similarity between two concepts is calculated by using aggregation criteria. The similarity results of these are
evaluated based on some rules and assumptions. For this purpose a DLCS-FRMGA approach is introduced to rule
optimization phase. However rules in the rule generation phase is optimized using Modified Genetic Algorithm
(MGA). Also anticipate calculating DLCS-FRMGA method in a accessible and effectual way from the
taxonomical knowledge demonstrated in biomedical ontologies. As a outcome, new-fangled DLCS-FRMGA
approach increases the semantic similarity measures expressed in terms of concept Information Content are
presented. These measures are evaluated and compared to related works using a benchmark of medical terms and
a standard biomedical ontology. The correlation amongst the outcomes of the estimated events and the human
authorities’ assessments demonstrates that DLCS-FRMGA method outstrips further most of the a fore mentioned
events evading, roughly some of their confines.
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